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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the investigation of the investigation 
of the convergence of iterative methods for solving boundary va.!ue problems with 
discontinuous coeficients. The dependence of the rate" of convergence on the size 
of the discontinuity of coefficients is ana.!yzed for three popular genera.! iterative 
methods. A new criterion on the applicability of such methods is proposed 
and investigated. The efficiency of this criterion is demonstrated for a model 
problem. 
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• L Introd uction. Consider the problem of selection of numer
ica.l algorithms for a computational experiment. There one must 
have ill mind two conflicting tendencies, which make it difficult to 
determine a solution. Firstly, we require the algorithm to be sim
ple (low costs of a realization) and, secondly, it must be efficient 
fol' the kind of problem on investigation. The most simple solution 
is to use the wall-known general algorithms (or their modifica
tions), efficient subroutine implementations of which are given in 
most software packages. Such a possibility enables us to accelerate 
a preparatory stage of a computational experiment considerably. 
Therefore, before constructing special methods for a new problem 
it is very important to investigate the efficiency of general algo-
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rithms for the same class of problems. We consider these questions 
for the following problem of linear algebra 

2 

AaY == - L:(aaYzo .. )£- .. = f(x), x E Wh,r = g, (1.1) 
a=l 

which is the. finite - difference approximation of the differential 
problem 

2 0 ou - E ~(ka(x)~) = f(x), zED, ulr = g, 
a=1 v:ta' vXa 

where we denote 

D = DU r, D = {(Xl,X,), 0 ~xa ~ I}, 0 ~ kl ~ k(x) ~ k" 

Wh = Wh Ur = {(Xli'X,;), ;ai = (i -l)ha , Naha = I}, Wa = {Xai}. 

The coefficient ka(z) may be discontinuous. Boundary value prob
lems with discontinuous coefficients arise in the solution of a num
ber of important in practise problems, for example, in calculation 
of magnetostatic fields. One more interesting example of problem 
(1.1) with discontinuous coefficients is given by the. method officti
tious domains (see, Vabishchevich, 1991). It is well-known that for 
large discontinuities of the coefficients the rate of convergence of 
many iterative methods becomes much worse (see, Samarskij and 
Nikolayev, 1978). Therefore this problem have been under fixed 
attention during the last few years and some special numerical al
gorithms are proposed to solve it. We shaH mention only two of 
them~ the domain decomposition method (e.g. Dryja and Wid
lund, 1989, Bramble et. al., 1988) and the method proposed by 
Bakhvalov and Kniazev (1990), the rate of convergence of which 
depends very weakly on the size of the discontinuity of the' coeffi
cients. 

The basic ideas of our analysis we shall demonstrate on two 
typical model problems. Let D = Dl UD2 be a union of two subsets 
DOt and assume that ka{x) is constant on Da 

k(z)=Cj, ZEDj, cl=1, C2=C. 
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Fig. 1. The regions for. model problems PI, P2. 

PRoBLEM PI. D2 = {(~1,Z2): 1/3 <: Zcr <: 2/3, a = 1,2}. 

PRoBLEM P2. D2 = {(Z1,Z2): 2/3 <: %0,1, a = 1,2}. 
Fig. 1 (a,b) shows the regions Da for these model problems. 

2. Iterative methods. First we shall briefly present some 
results on general two stage iterative process (see Samarskij and 
Nikolayev, 1978) 

~+l . ~ 

. -BI Y ",-Y +A~=/, B=j3· >0. (2.1) 

Let assume t~at ;A and B are spectrally equivalent 'nB' A , 
"12Band parametlles ~ are defined according Richardson's method. 
An upper bound I for the number of iterations n ~ no(e), which 

suffices for ful1l11htg of the inequality I/~II <: el/zl/, ~ = .Y - ~ is 
given by . 

1- .Jij 
no(e) = lD.(2/e)/lD.(I/Pl), P1 = 1 + ...jij' '1 = "11/12, 

For '1 «1 we can use a simpler formula na(e) = 0.51n(2/e}.Je, 
where e = "12hl isa spectral condition number. Our main goal 
is to investigate the dependence of the rate of convergence on the 
size of"the discontinuity of thetoefficients for three popular general 
. iterative methods: 

a) Richardson's method with the diagonal preconditioning 
matrix (ROP) 
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BR = diagA. 

b) an implicit alternately triangular method (IAT) 

Ih = (D +wR1)D-1(D +wR2). Dy = d(z)y. 
2 

R1y = E(aaY~ .. + O.5aat:.y)/hO'• 
0'=1 

. 2 

R2Y = - E(a!lYe. + O.5aO't:.y)/ha• 
0'=1 

2 0 

d(z) = E (a!l/(h!v'bO') + O.5Iaae.l/hO')/(Cav'bO'). 
0'=1 

where Ca, ba will be defined later, 
c) the method of alternating directions (AD) 

BAD = (E + wIAt}(E + W2A2), AaY = -(aaY~ .. )t:,,· 

1~9 

For the diagonal preconditioning matrix BR a spectral equiva
lence number e = r2hl can be calculated in the following way (see 
Samarskij and Nikolayev, 1978): 

rl +r2 = 2, (2.2a) 

Xa(z,,) = max vO'{za), Q = 1,2 t: .. Ew. 

and v~(z) is a solution of the difference problem 

REMARK 2.1. In order to simplify the calculations it is proposed 
by Ciegis and Seibak (1985) to replace (2.2) with the differential 
problem 

(2.3) 
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The results of a numerical simulation show that the rate of 
convergence of the preconditioned B = BR iterative method (2.1) 
depends weakly on the extremal values of continuous coefficient 
k(z). We have that e = k1eo /ko, eO = O(1/h2) in the case of explicit 
iterative method B = E. For B = BR the equivalence spectral 
number e depends on some integra} expression of k(z). This follows 
from a general form of the exact solution of problem (2.3) 

1 e 1 • 

VO (Z)=;2(1 1:(~)II:(t)dtdZ/ 1 k~;»)1 k~:)dt 
o 0 0 0 

• • 
- :2 1 k(~) 1 k(t)dtdz. 

o 0 

At the end of this section we consider a model problem with 
greatly varying but continuous functions ko(z) 

I:l(z)=1+e{(Zl-0.S)2+(Z2-0.5)~, O~zo~l, a=I,2, (2.4) 

1:2(;t) = 1 + e[O.S - (%1 - 0.5)2 - (Z2 - 0.5)2J, 1 ~ kl(Z) + 1:2(z) ~ r(e). 

This problem (1.1) is widely used by Samarskij and Nikola.yev 
(1978) to compare ,the convergence rates of iterative methods, For 
example, they inv~tigated (2.1) with the preconditioning ma.trix 
B = BR (as in the RDP method) and with B = E (an explicit. 
method). We represent in Table 1 the number of iterations no(c) 
obtained for, = Ip-4, N = 32 and various values of c (see Samarskij 
and Nikolayev, 1978). 

Table 1. The number of iterations 

ree) 2 8 32 128 512 

B=E 143 286 571 1141 2281 

B=BR 123 149 175 192 202 

In accordance with Remark 2.1 the number of iterations for 
(2.1) with the preconditioning matrix B = BR"depends very wea.kly 
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on the value of ;(c) and, hence, the RDP method is superior to 
the explicit one with B = E. Now we will show that for this model 
problem the difference between two preconditioning matrix B = BR 
and B = E is not so serious. The number of iterations for the 
explicit iterative process was obtained by using following simple 
estimates (Samarskij and Nikolayev, 1978) 

(2.5) 
<> 2 

where Ay = - L Y~a:r: .. and 11,12 are minimal and maximal eigen-
",=1 

c 
values of A 

2 
<> '" 4 . 2 'Kh", . 
;1 = 4..J h2 sm '-2-' 

<>=1 a 

We can replace (2.5) with more accurate estimates of parame
ters ;1,;2. In fact it is sufficient to get a better estimate for ;1. To 
this goal we use the technique defined by (2.2a), but we replace the 
auxiliary problem (2.2b) with the following one 

-(aav:J:r:a = 1, v"'(O) = 0, va(l) = O. 

The number of iterations for the explicit iterative method (2.1) 
obtained by this technique is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Improved number of iterations 

·;(e) 2 8 32 128 512 

B=E 141 188 240 266 288 

3. The case of discontinuous coefficients. In this sec
tion we investigate the rate of convergence of the RDP, IAT, AD 
methods for model problems PI, P2 with discontinuous coefficients. 
Using the symmetry of the solution we obtain that 

e = 2/11 -1 = 1/ max (I/tt..{Zp») -1 = max tta(zl1) - 1. :r:,Ew, .,Ew,. 
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If Zp E D, then the exact solution of (2.2) for problem Pl is 
the function 

where explicit expressions for the parameters ai,bi,ci are given by 
Seibak and Ciegis (1986). 

Using these formulas and the symmetry of the solution VO(z) 
we have 

Combining the estimates above we obtain that 

( = .~ .. Cz, )-1(- fU! +k) ID&X (1,1 ;iC':-I) (1+ 1 +3~/h!) ) 
,We have pr~ed that the number of iterations required by the 

RDP method is proportional to no(') = O(JC/h) for C» 1 and de
pends very weakly on the size of the discontinuity of the coefficients 
for C« 1-

Next we investigate analogycally problem P2. It is sufficient to 
find ~. solution of (2.2b) for ZfJ E D" only. After simple calculations 
we have 

vO (zo).=ai z!+6i zo +cjs zLi(zo(zRj, i=1,2, 

a = 01 = a, = -(l/h~ + 1/h~). Cl'= 0, 6, = 36 - 261, Cl = 2(bt + a), . . 
-5c-4+3h(e+l- ({e+l)/h~+2c/hi)/a) (1 1) 

01=0 3(2e+l) .. =Ohf+h~' 
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Therefore the n'Umber of iterations required by the RDP method 
i. not dependent on the size of the discontinuity of the coefficients 
for any ~ue of e(e ) 1, C < 1); 

Now we consider the behaviour of the IAT method. In this 
euethe num her of iterations can· be estimated as 

. A = mu (max (co(z,,)+ J .. h. 0(2:1/»).2) 
. 0=1,2 s~ 

&Dd functions ho(ztI),ca(z,,) a.redefined by solutions of auxiliary 
tridiagonal problems . 

60 (z,,) = maxvO(zo), co(ztlr= maxwO(za), 
~. z. 

a+1 . 

- (aav:J.o = h!' . VO(O) ;:: 0, va(l);:: 0, 

( ° ) la •• I WO (0. ) = 0, wa (l) = o. - aow~ ... ... ;:: 2h", ' 

If Z{J E DI then it is easy to show that 

wO(Za) ;:: 0, ca(zp) = 0, 

VO(zo} ;:: 2!2 za(l - za), ha(ztI);:: S!2 . 
a a 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

If zp E D2 then problem (3.1) is the same as problem (2.2), 
investigated above. Therefore we have that ho(zp) ;:: O(l/h!) for 
problem P2 a.nd 6a(z,,) = O(c + l)/h!) for problem Pl. It remains 
to investigate (3.2). For problem P2 the exact solution of (3.2) is 
a function 

. er() {a1z, 0 (z( 2/3 . 'lc-11 w z - al = . - 201(1- x), 2/3 (z'( 1, 2ho(2c + 1) 

a.nd hence 

eer(z,,) = wO (2/3) = Ic- ll/(3her(2c + 1»)= O(l/ko). 

A situation is different again fOf problem PI, where 

WO(z) =OjZ + 6i, ZLj (z ( %Rj, 

i = 1,2,3, h1 ;:: 0, 02 = 0, b,;:: ot/3, 

ccr(z,,) ;::muwa(zo) ::: Ic- 11/6ho. 
s. 
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We have proved. that thenUJpber Qf iterations requirea by the 
IAT method is proportional to no(e) = o( (c+l)/Ii)o.5) for problem 

PI and no(e) = O(I/ho.5) for problem P2'. Thereforeth~Vnumber 
of iterationsno(e) depends: on the size of'the discoIitinuity'of'the 
~oefficients in the same ma.nner as it depends for the RDP.:m:ethod. 

REMAR.K 3.1. I.~. the case of D = diagA., the p~eco"ndit~oning 
matrix BT coincides with the preconditioning matrix defined by the 
symmetric successive overrelaxation method (SSOR), proposed by 
Sheldon (1955). I 

Next we consider very brea.fty the method Cif AD. An -upper 
bound for the number of iterations is given byno{t;)= O,,251n(1/e) 

. (A./6)G.5, where . < 

601 ::;: minl/xCIr(ztI), XCIr(ZP) = maXwClr(,zCIr); 
"'/I",... . 

- (aClrw~J$';' ::;: I, WClr(O) = 0, wO(I) = 0, (3.3) 

A.", = (2 - 1/ max fJaC~t1») maxda(z), Pa(z,,) = maxcva(z), 
#/lEw/I #Ew #aEw~ 

- (CClrV;..)#o = d .. (z), VCIr(O) = 0, vClr(l) = 0, 

da(z) = (aClr(~~z.8)+a!l(~OI'Z.8»)/h! ... : 
I 

i 
Now it'suffic£is to solve a new problem {3.3}. Using the method' 

described above ~eget that in aU cases WClr(,tClr) = 0(1). Therefore 
. the number of iterations for the method of AD is:proportionaJ to 
no(e) defined by the RDP method. '. ' 

In summary, a wide class of pr<>blems with discontinuous co
efficients have been defined, for which the··rate of convergence of 
three popular general iterative methods depends very weakly on 
the size ·of the disoJntinuity of the coefficients~ The analysis given 
above was based on approximate hounds. for th~exa.ct yalues of 
spectral equivalence parameters ''tt', /2 frotnbelow . and atrove, re

spectively (recal1, that ''fiB ~ A ~ '2B.) Therefore, Ifitlthe case of 
pessimistic estimates of the .numberof iter~tions ,no(t) = vcnl(N), 
aft additional analysis must be made. In the' next section we will 
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, use numerical methods to find exact values of the parameters 'Yt.'Y2 
fprtbispurpose. . 

!J' , '" "" " 

:. !. ~ ".:Fermulation 'of new criterion. In this section we shall 
!propose 'a"more general' criterion on the applicability of classical 
iterative methods. Some theoretical foundation of this criterion 

.Ct~n~ ~~ (giv~n .. All pre,v.ious estimat~ were based on the following 
,lemma (see Sawarskijand Nikolayev, 1978). 

" '" '_h. '. . 

, "L~mma 4':-1. Let Pi ~ 'O;;ai ~ C > 0 bedenned on Who Then for 
any function ,1I.i such,t:hat Yo = YN = 0 the estimate (4.1) holds, 

JJ,(PY ',Y), ~ (, ~, Y:],. 1/ JJ = max Vi, 
t(i(N-l 

, where vi is asoliitiolI of the auxiliary problem 

',,,:,(a,t,·!!),,=Pi,.. .i:: 1,2"", N - 1, Vo = VN ::: O. 

(4.1) 

For simplicity we restrict our a.nalysis to the RDP method. 
'Usi'hg (4:1) we can' obtain theineq~ality, ftom which a. bound for 
, the parameter 'Yl is found ' " ',' 

'(AY,y):~ t(aa',Ykl~ (t :a'Il) 
a=l a=l 

. 2:' 1 ' ' ' 
~ min L -'-"( -)(py,y) = 11(PY,Y), (4.2) 

zE"'" a=l'Xa Xp,' ' 

'," ",2 1 2, 1 
11 =min 2:-, -- = L min -. 

rE",,, a:l Xa( xp) a=l zfJEwfJ Xa(Zp) 

The inequality (4.2) holds unconditionally, but it may be too 
coarse in many cases. In the proof of (4.2) the worst case is achieved 
on fastly varying function y •• .But the exact value of 'Yl is defined 
from the Raleigh ratio and is equal to the first eigenvalue·of the 
problem Ay = >.py. The corresponding eigenvector JJt is a owly 
varying continuous function. Therefore we propose to use the vec· 
tor Yi == 1 as a test veftor. Modifying the derivation of (4.2) we get 
an approximate value ,of the pa.r~meter 'Yl 

, .} .".. ,:ft, =(r. 1/ .1~~2.i) -+ l/z~(Zli») I(p,l). (4.3) 
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On the basis of all these results we propoae the followin, crite
rion on the applicability of general iterative methods. In particular 
all cases investigated by us above, .atisfie the demand. of this cri
~erion. 

CRITERION 4.1. . The rate of convergence of pnn iterative' 
methods (such as RDP, IAT, AD, SSOR) depend. weakly on the 
size of the discontinuity of the coeficientsif for any reSion Dp with 
relatively large valueS ofk(z) (i.e., k{z,) » 1o(Z,"'I). where %p-l E 
D,,_l.and D1'- 1 is a neighbouring region for D, ): 

. Cl) either efficient boundary conditions· (i.e., the Dirichlet or 
third type boundary conditions) are liven on some part of 
the boundary r,., 

C2) or D1' has a common boundaty with the other recionD,+l 
such that k(Z1'+l) »1-(z,.). 

We shall demonstrate the efficiency of our criterion (as well u 
formula (4.3» Jor the fonowing problem (1.1). 

PROBLEM P3. Let 15 = Dl U I), U Os be a union of three subset~ 
Dj and k(z) = cj, z E Dj, j = 1,2,3. 

D2 = {(Zt',Z2): 0.25 <; Za <; 0.75, Q = 1,2}, 

D4 = {(Zt.Z2) 10 .• , Za <; I, Q = 1,2}, - ~ = D4\(1), nD4). 

Fig. 2 shows th~ ~egkms DQ for this mod.el problem. 

'D. 

'D2 

1)1 

Fig. 2. The regions for model problem P3. 

In Table 3 we present numerical results obta.iDed for the fol-
lowing combinations of the constants Cj' .. 
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Vi) Cl = I, C2 = 1, Ca = 1; V2) Cl = 1, C2 = 100, Ca = 1; 
V4) Cl = I, C2 = 1, Ca = 10000: 

137 

V'3) Cl = 1, C2 = 10000, Ca = 1; 

V5) Cl = 1, C2 = lOO, Ca = 10000; V6) Cl = I, C2 = 10000, Ca = 10000. 

Table 3. The number of iterations (numerical simulation) 

, 
V BR BR BR Br BhoR BiF 

1 70 70 63 14 13 12 
r· 

2 498 431 463 "78 96 20 
... 4952 4276 4600 709 956 21 v 

4 72 59 55 18 15 I 10 

!) I 498 69 ; 101 7 ~ 
I 

14 " 8 2, 

£, ! 4952 129 143 709 31 :f. ____ ~I,~~--~~~~--~~~--~~----~~----~---

Computations have been done for N:: 20 (recall that h = liN 
::ionote the mesh spacing in the %1,2 directions). The column marked 
BR .orovici.es the number of iterations defined by the algorithm (2.2) 
for the RDP method (a priori estimates). The column marked BR 
gives the number of iterations, when formula (4.3) is. used to es
timate 11' The column marked Bit gives the number of iterations 
defined from the exact values of spectral equivalence parameters 
11,1'2', Analogycally the column. m8:rked BT and BSSOR provide 
the number of iterations defined by the !AT method (a priori esti
mations (3.1), (3.2», and the SSOR method (exact values of 11, 12) 

respectively. 
We get from the Criterion 4.1 that only in the cases V2, V3 

the number of iterations must be sensitive to the size of the dis
continuity of the coefficients. The numerical results confirm this 
conclusion. The number of iterations given by a priori estimates 
(3.2), (3.1) (the columns BR, Br ) is too pessimistic in ma.ny cases. 
At the same time approximate formula (4.3) provides an accurate 
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estimation of the exact 11 value (see the columns BR and BR)' The 
column marked BiF provides the number of iterations defined by 
the method of Incomplete Factorization. We see that the rate of 
convergence depends very weakly on the size of the discontinuity 
for all investigated cases, even for the variants V2, V3. The theoret
ical investigation of the IF method is given by Axelsson and Barker 
(1984), it can be also used for our model problem. 
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